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Terrible Love

New Releases!

Christian poet, Jean Noah, and stories2music
have teamed up to try a new genre:
poetry2music. Jean’s beautifully transparent
and vulnerable poem, Terrible Love, has now
been released. The deeply emotional music
by Christian Telford and
Matthew St. Laurent enhances the poem’s message
about the deep love God has for us, a love that
will remove the dross from our character no
matter what the cost. You can read more of Jean’s
poems in her collection of poems called Legacy on
Amazon.com.

The Rescue!
The True Love Imagined Collection has a new
release: The Rescue. Heading home on a stormy
night, the couple attempts a daring rescue of a
run-away horse. Foley sound effects bring the
story to life. Experience the drama!

New Blog Post
In previous blog posts, I explained how music (especially film music)
can enhance a narrated story. The music tells the listener how to “feel”
about the story. However, sound effects make the story real. Find out
more about Foley sound effects and try the experiement in my new
blog post: Thank you, Mr. Foley.

Adopt-a-Story!
If you like listening to free stories2music, help bring new stories to
life by adopting a new story. You can be a story’s full sponsor or be a
co-sponsor with others. Please go to the s2m donation page for more
information. Thank you for supporting stories2music!
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One Life
A Grateful Heart
The Fire!

Kindle e-books
Three companion e-books are
now available on Amazon
Kindle.
•

The Boy Who Was Loved
by the Wind

•

True Love Imagined
Collection

•

The Edwardian Collection

“The Boy Who Was Loved by
the Wind” is also available in
paperback with full-page color
photos.
This award-winning story was
published in the May 2018
Bravura Literary Journal.
Purchase your copies today on
Amazon.

